
How well is your child
really doing in school? 

Some people in 
Washington, D.C. 

don’t want you to know.

Fight with us to keep annual education achievement results.

Your 
organization’s 

logo 
goes here.

Today, you have a way to know. All states administer a single annual test to public school students
between third and eighth grade and once again in high school to measure the basics of reading and math.

Simply put, the results from these tests inform parents if a school is preparing their child 
to flourish . . . or flounder. Results from these tests also help parents choose the right school for their 
children, and provide the only objective look at how their kids are growing and learning, compared 
to their peers. 

At this very moment, lobbyists and special interests in Washington, D.C. are working hard to take this
valuable information away from parents.

These statewide tests don’t tell us everything, but they are an important tool for parents, especially
now when standards in our schools are changing.

Fight for your child. Lend your voice. Join us. We’re the {your organization’s name goes here and one
sentence on who you are}. Call 800-000-0000 and go to Your URL.org
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Fight with us to keep annual education achievement results.

But for how long?

Your 
organization’s 

logo 
goes here.

Today, you have a way to know. All states administer a single annual test to public school students
between third and eighth grade and once again in high school to measure the basics of reading and math.

Simply put, the results from these tests inform parents if a school is preparing their child 
to flourish . . . or flounder. Results from these tests also help parents choose the right school for their 
children, and provide the only objective look at how their kids are growing and learning, compared 
to their peers. 

At this very moment, lobbyists and special interests in Washington, D.C. are working hard to take this
valuable information away from parents.

These statewide tests don’t tell us everything, but they are an important tool for parents, especially
now when standards in our schools are changing.

Fight for your child. Lend your voice. Join us. We’re the {your organization’s name goes here and one
sentence on who you are}. Call 800-000-0000 and go to Your URL.org


